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More than any other group, the industrial metal-
working and electrical professions are in the spot-
light when it comes to digitalisation and Industry 
4.0. Education must respond to the new require-
ments with a concrete implementation of the Indus-
try 4.0 relevant fields of competence and training 
content. Conventional and innovative techniques 
coexist and must both be mastered. 

GUNT can help you with these complex educational 
tasks. Our practical, work process-oriented learning 
projects, which are perfectly suited to developing 
digital skills, are available to you in the form of the 
GUNT DigiSkills product line.

There is no need for expensive investments in com-
plex networked model systems for manufacturing 
and robotics in your laboratories and workshops. 
With our GUNT DigiSkills concepts, we show you 
that training can be easier, cheaper and more tan-
gible. 

The motivation and learning progress of your stu-
dents/trainees will reward you as a trainer or as a 
teacher if you use GUNT DigiSkills learning projects.

In a production area, the machines and systems should 
have 24/7 availability. Critical parts and components are 
monitored by sensors (condition monitoring) as part 
of the concept of predictive maintenance and the time 
when maintenance or replacement is needed is defined 
in this way.

As a starting point for this learning project, we use the 
real MT 174 Sorting plant. Three gearboxes are installed 
in the sorting plant, which will help us visualise the pro-
cess steps of the entire learning project. At the beginning 
of the process, the service team of the firm receives the 
message and the order to replace a certain gearbox in a 
production plant. In order to avoid long downtimes of the 
production plant, essential components such as gear-
boxes are replaced quickly and immediately. The removed 
gearbox is overhauled as quickly as possible and is then 
available again as a tested component.

The entire process, from notification of the maintenance 
action, replacement of the gearbox, overhaul of the 
removed gearbox, disassembly, procurement of spare 
parts, reassembly, functional check and the final report, 
is IT-based using a wide range of digital elements and 
technologies. The process of plant maintenance can be 
organised within an ERP system.

Pursuing a learning project such as GUNT DigiSkills 3 
in the vocational school or colleges or in the training 
organisation entirely in an ERP system is only possible in 
certain cases. The important basic idea, the use of a net-
worked information system (ERP), can be demonstrated 
and understood very clearly, for example using an Excel 
application.

Maintenance 
reporting

Condition  
monitoring &  
predictive   
maintenance

Notification that 
the gearbox has 
been replaced

Scheduled 
 reassembly of the 
gearbox

Order to service 
team: replace 
gearbox no. XY/3 
on plant no. XY

Order: general 
overhaul of the 
removed gearbox

Functional test for 
quality assurance

Replacement of 
gearbox

Procurement of 
spare parts

Scheduled 
 disassembly of 
the gearbox and 
determination of 
any spare parts 
requirements

Final report  
once the process  
is  complete

Notes:

This document does not make any scientific claims. It is designed to be practical, as a direct stimulus for modern 
 teaching and process-oriented education. The digitalisation goals apply everywhere: in training organisations as well as 
in  vocational schools or colleges.

The author’s aim is to generate dialogue with you.

The process shown here is just an example. Individual process steps may well be different and the terminology used may also differ in different companies.
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1.1 | Process step 1

Technical description

Resources for technical education

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Maintenance reporting

Condition monitoring &  
predictive maintenance

1 | Selected process steps

In larger plants, scheduled machine condition monitoring is a standard process. 
The terms condition monitoring and predictive maintenance have become 
established in specialist circles to describe this process. Extensive software appli-
cations exist to help manage machine condition monitoring. The process also 
includes the remote transmission of data and the generation of maintenance and 
service orders.

The maintenance notification is triggered:

• time-controlled, i.e. as soon as the end of a maintenance interval is  reached

• sensor-controlled, i.e. when a limiting value is reached

As a starting point for the didactically structured process of preventive mainte-
nance, we use the MT 174 Sorting plant as the industrial plant. The plant control 
system (PLC) reports the need for maintenance. A certain drive unit, gearbox and 
electric motor are to be replaced.

The sorting plant offers very versatile approaches and practical introductions to 
many important topics.

At this point, we will limit ourselves to showing you how the MT 174 Sorting 
plant can be used for process step 1. We will look at the resources and technical 
 possibilities that are available to you. Suggestions for specific exercises follow 
later.

Maintenance, time-controlled  

The integrated Siemens PLC with touch screen is used to operate and control the 
plant. The intuitive user interface offers an extensive menu area for maintenance. 
For this purpose, the plant is switched from operation to training. Training mode 
simulates time-controlled and sensor-controlled maintenance work. The menu 
also offers a sensor-controlled version of monitoring to monitor the drive for the 
rotary storage table.

Comparable tasks are available for the conveyor belt with dosing hopper and 
drum screen components.

An augmented reality interface for mobile devices is also available to help visual-
ise the individual steps of the maintenance work. See process step 3.

The three gearboxes installed in MT 174 are available in the 
identical design as assembly exercises.
• MT 120 Assembly exercise: spur gear
• MT 122 Assembly exercise: planetary gear
• MT 123 Assembly exercise: spur and worm gear

Extensive digital information and 
exercise material for these assem-
bly exercises is available in the 
GUNT Media Center; accessible via 
QR code.

Maintenance, sensor-controlled  

We take a closer look at the drive for the rotary storage table. The asyn-
chronous motor is connected to the spur and worm gear mechanism. We 
will follow up on this gearbox in the course of our learning project.

Sensor-controlled maintenance work is simulated in training mode. For 
this purpose, the gear is equipped with an electric heater and a tempera-
ture sensor. The oil sump of the gear can be heated electrically so that the 
 lubricating oil temperature rises and reaches a limit value. This triggers 
preventive maintenance with the message: Replace drive.

In the training mode of the user interface, various setting and display 
options are offered for this purpose. All options for flexible data handling 
are available.

Rotary storage table of the  
MT 174 plant

• function: separating particles

• spur and worm gear is built in

MT 174 Sorting plant

spur gear

planetary gear

spur and  
worm gear

electric heater
spur and worm 
gear with drive 
motor

temperature sensor

time-controlled  
maintenance interval: 
Maintenance on 
the rotary storage 
table sub-system is 
 displayed

maintenance  
steps for 

 lubricating the 
shaft joint

maintenance work 
required on the  
drive train
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1.2 | Process step 3

Technical description

Resources for technical education

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Replacing the  
gearbox

1 | Selected process steps

The creation and transmission of the service order is covered in process step 2 
and is not dealt with here. Here we look at the procedure from the point of view 
of the service team: the order to replace a specific gearbox in the plant has been 
sent.

The primary aim is to keep plant downtime to an absolute minimum when main-
tenance is required. That is why the service team has a ready-to-install, tested 
replacement kit: Spur and worm gear with drive motor. The removed drive train 
is then thoroughly overhauled and is available again as a tested unit if required.

Replacing a gearbox is a standard procedure. Nevertheless, the mechanics (in this 
case students/trainees) will prepare themselves before they start working on the 
industrial plant. In the traditional way, technical documents are available to them, 
e. g. assembly drawing, parts list, assembly/disassembly instructions, tool and jig 
list, notes on work safety. You can access these documents from the GUNT Media 
Center via QR code in the GUNT DigiSkills 3 learning project.

We offer you and your students/trainees the option to take the virtual route with 
support from Augmented Reality (AR), as another way to carry out the service 
process.

Both ways – real and virtual – are presented on these two pages.

Using an Augmented Reality (AR)

environment Students/trainees must follow the steps below to access the AR 
 environment:

1 Install the Vuforia  
View app on smart- 
phone or tablet  
free of charge.

2 Open the Vuforia View app and scan the QR code to enter the specific server address. 
This will allow access to GUNT’s AR server.

3 Now the AR environment for MT 174 can be accessed in the app. All assembly steps 
are visualised in the AR environment.

Manual activity

The entire drive train can be removed from the MT 174 Sorting plant:

1 Disconnect power supply for motor and heater as well as cable for temper-
ature measurement. Check that there is no voltage using the 5 safety rules. 
The cables are equipped with plug connections for easy disassembly.

2 Undo the threaded joint between the drive train and the frame in MT 174.

3 The entire drive train, consisting of the gearbox with flange-mounted motor 
and cardan joint, is lifted out of the sorting plant by crane. 

4 The drive train is disassembled to such an extent that the motor and gearbox 
are present as individual components.

5 If the gearbox is to be disassembled into its individual components, a change 
is made at this point to the associated MT 123 Assembly exercise: spur and 
worm gear.

Advantage: By combining MT 174 with the assembly exercises, the students/
trainees can carry out a complete maintenance or servicing process in a  manual/
real-world fashion. The gearbox is placed in a realistic, higher-level context 
through its integration into the drive train of MT 174.

The real-world way

The virtual way

discuss the task at hand: scheduled disassembly of the gearbox

Vuforia View

undo the threaded joint between the drive train and the frame in MT 174

dismantle the drive train

motor and gearbox as individual components

Preventive maintenance in production: Replacing a gearbox guntGUNT DigiSkills 3
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1.3 | Process steps 6 and 8

Technical description

Resources for technical education

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Scheduled disassembly  
and reassembly of the  
gearbox

1 | Selected process steps

The spur and worm gear removed from the sorting 
plant is to be fully overhauled in order to be available 
again as a tested, fully functional component for sub-
sequent, renewed maintenance.

For process steps 6 and 8, there is a defined work 
order, to which technical information documents can 
be attached. The individual work steps for scheduled 
disassembly and assembly are divided into:

• dismantling the gearbox

• cleaning and inspection

• repair with procurement of spare parts

• careful reassembly of the gearbox

For didactic reasons, the spur and worm gear for 
driving the rotary storage table from our MT 174 
industrial plant has an electric heater and a tem-
perature sensor. For a convenient teaching pro-

cedure, we therefore use our MT 123 Assembly 
exercise: spur and worm gear for disassembly and 
assembly. The assembly kit included offers an iden-
tically  constructed gearbox as that installed in the 

MT 174 Sorting plant. However, the kit in the assem-
bly  exercise is specially prepared for easy assembly/
disassembly, suitable for classroom desks.

The gearbox is available in a perfect organisational structure. Everything is 
 prepared for multiple use. Best transport options.

As a customer you have unlimited access to the digital content of 
your project.

• all files directly via the Internet browser on smartphone,  
tablet or PC

• no other software required

• no licences, full rights of use for your school

• continuous updating and expansion of data, available to 
 customers and absolutely free of charge

Hardware: MT 123 Assembly exercise: spur and worm gear

Digital: GUNT Media Center

clear storage system with labelling

complete assembly 
tool kit included

MT 123 Assembly exercise:  
spur and worm gear

simply scan the QR code  
and you’ll be taken straight  
to the GUNT Media Center

www.montageprojekte_gunt.de

www.montageprojekte_gunt.de www.montageprojekte_gunt.de www.montageprojekte_gunt.de

www.montageprojekte_gunt.de www.montageprojekte_gunt.de www.montageprojekte_gunt.de

3D drawings for all modules

assembly and disassembly videos

engineering drawings and parts lists manuals prepared exercises

exploded drawings assembly view

Preventive maintenance in production: Replacing a gearbox guntGUNT DigiSkills 3
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Resources for technical education Resources for technical education

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

In a real business environment, the maintenance and 
repair service department is often integrated into 
the ERP system.

After successful reassembly, the gearbox is subjected to a functional test under real-world 
conditions:

• over a certain period of time

• under certain loads

 · the speed remains constant and the load torque is increased in steps

 · the load torque remains constant and the entire speed range is passed through  
in steps.

The test results can be part of the ‘Done’ message.From there, for the component under consider-
ation it is easy to find out if that component is:

• a standard part?

• a drawing part?

• available in stock?

• to be procured?

• to be produced?

At this point, we play a little with didactic variations in 
order to arrive at an interesting teaching sequence.

We find out: a certain component from our gearbox 
has to be manufactured because it is not available in 
stock and procuring it externally would take too long. 
Due to time constraints, we decide to manufacture it 
through additive manufacturing.

In order to conclude the whole process in the classroom in a practical way, we 
use the MT 173 Test stand for gears.

The rebuilt gearbox is placed in the test stand, including alignment and fitting of 
protective covers. In addition to the main goal of subjecting the rebuilt gearbox 
to a defined load test, the students/trainees should become familiar with the 
technical set-up and function of the test stand itself. This is a rich resource for 
versatile technical expansions.

The mechanical structure 

• a speed-controlled asynchronous motor serves as the drive

• a magnetic particle brake serves as the controllable load

Sensors

There are sensors for speed and torque on both the input and output sides.

Central control system

A PLC with touch screen manages all control tasks and offers many supporting 
menus to conduct tests, display test results and graphical aids for the mechan-
ical structure.

Communication

With its own WLAN, the PLC offers the option of allowing several users to par-
ticipate via mobile devices by means of screen mirroring. Integration into the 
customer network is also possible.

Provision of information

Via QR code you can access comprehensive information and teaching mate-
rial in the GUNT Media Center, which GUNT makes available to you when you 
 purchase the MT 173 test stand.

Procurement of  
spare parts

Functional test for  
quality assurance

1 | Selected process steps

1.4 | Process step 7 1.5 | Process step 9

Technical description Technical description

gunt

scan the QR code to access the article  
in the GUNT Media Center

select the required data in the GUNT Media Center

transfer CAD data (e. g. in STEP format) from 
the GUNT Media Center to the 3D printer

the finished  
component

3D printing

GUNT laboratory 3D printer 
Product no. 609.00000A00185 
prints the required component

Preventive maintenance in production: Replacing a gearbox guntGUNT DigiSkills 3
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2 | What trainees say

Interview with apprentices, 3rd year industrial mechanics Interview with trainees, 1st year industrial mechanics

What task were you given?

Our topic is maintenance and preventive maintenance. We want 
to find out which maintenance steps are defined for the sorting 
plant.

What sources of information do you have at your disposal?

The control system itself. We go through the menus. There is an 
area in the control system where the various maintenance tasks 
are monitored. That’s where we find the most important points. 
Then we also use our tablet or iPhone. We open an app and can 
look at the module itself to see exactly what needs to be done. This 
is done via AR, augmented reality.

How do you document and communicate the results of your 
work?

We make a short report and include photos or screenshots. We 
save the PDF file for ourselves and it goes to our trainer at the 
same time.

How much time did you have for this task?

Two hours at the plant and about three hours for the documen-
tation.

What do you like most about this work?

We see how the whole thing works together. We have clear tasks 
and can do them independently. We think it’s good and important 
that we can work in a modern, digitally focused environment.

Can you also put the sorting plant into operation and run it?

Absolutely, no problem.

And what will happen next?

In the next few days we’ll be tackling certain maintenance tasks 
in real terms.

Do you ever talk about your training at home or with friends?

We don’t talk about it so much, but we do show our own videos 
or photos.

What is your task today?

The gearbox has a mechanical defect caused by wear. We already 
suspect which components are affected. We disassemble the 
gearbox, identify the parts to be replaced and then reassemble 
the gearbox until it is like new.

How and in what form did you receive your task?

We all use the GUNT Media Center. Our instructor got the assign-
ment from there and made the PDF file available to us in our 
 document folder.

How did you inform yourselves before you started dismantling 
the gearbox?

We have a QR code that takes us to the GUNT Media Center. You 
really can find everything there: Videos for assembly/disassembly, 
drawings for individual parts and modules in all file formats and 
parts lists. We can display, print or download anything we want to 
use. Of course, we know that less paper is better.

How do you complete your exercise?

There are questions and tasks that we work on in a given PDF 
format and save when we are sure we are right. In between, we 
talk a lot with the instructor.

How much time did you need?

About 3 hours, including cleaning up. We did the whole exercise 
together.

What did you like about it?

It’s a lot of fun to do practical, manual work. We can clearly see 
what we have learned. Jenny: I think it’s great that we’re also 
learning foreign languages, technical terms. Everything in the 
GUNT Media Center is multilingual.

And what will happen next?

We want to look at the entire set of drawings and the parts lists 
for the gearbox. This will also include material designations and 
standard parts. Next week.

Walter and Henry*,  
industrial mechanics in their 3rd year

Robert and Jenny*,  
1st year industrial mechanics

* For data protection reasons we have only published the first names of the persons involved. Those involved have agreed to this publication. * For data protection reasons we have only published the first names of the persons involved. Those involved have agreed to this publication.

Preventive maintenance in production: Replacing a gearbox guntGUNT DigiSkills 3
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3 | Example presentation of selected exercises

Switch on training mode on the touch screen.
Operating hours counter is located in the PLC. The maintenance intervals for 
the various sub-systems can be simulated, i. e. adjusted.

Maintenance on the drum screen

Here we suggest familiarising yourself with the 
 planetary gear installed in the drum screen better as 
a separate assembly exercise.

You can access the GUNT Media Center via your 
QR code. There you will find EVERYTHING about the 
gearbox.

An overview of the situation is accessed via the menu 
on the touch screen. All further details directly on the 
drum screen via our augmented reality.

A undamaged bearing 

B bearing with damage to outer race 

C bearing with damage to inner race 

D bearing with damage to a roller body 

E bearing with damage to roller body,  
 outer and inner race 

F heavily worn bearing

The GUNT software for vibration analysis allows versatile 
display and analysis options. Software and control unit are 
included in the scope of delivery.

3.1 | Machine condition monitoring

This exercise is mainly related to process step 1.

In our practical example, we assume that a message is received from the plant: 
Gearbox xy/3 reached limit data and should be replaced with a new or good as new 
gearbox as part of preventive maintenance. This brings us to the topic of machine 
condition monitoring.

In our exercises, the MT 174 Sorting plant represents our industrial plant. Of 
course, this plant does not run in continuous operation or under loads. Therefore, 
at this specific point there is certain simulation.

The Siemens PLC installed in the plant issues time-dependent or limit-data-depend-
ent messages for certain maintenance steps. This also applies to the task: Replace 
gearbox xy/3.

With this exercise, the students/trainees should be able to understand and explain 
the input information on which preventive maintenance depends and where it 
comes from.

To get a deeper understanding of machine condition monitoring based on vibration 
analysis, we suggest an additional, specific parallel exercise: PT 501 Roller bearing 
faults.

The experimental results lead to clear definitions of damage based on the analysis 
of vibration patterns.

At this point we will look specifically at the learning objectives that are achievable or controllable within the scope of this exercise.

Various types of damage to roller bearings can be precisely diagnosed through 
vibration analysis. The PT 501 Roller bearing faults experimental unit enables fast 
and illustrative experiments. A selection of roller bearings is pre-damaged at stra-
tegic positions. Very powerful software illustrates the vibration spectra and pro-
vides data and reports.

Replacing a gearbox is the largest and most complex exercise.  
Smaller tasks are also available:

• conveyor belt with dosing hopper: replacing a V-belt

• drum screen: replacing the sprocket of the coupling

• rotary storage table: lubricating the shaft joint

Example  
Replacing the sprocket of the coupling on the drum screen

• an experiment that can be set up on a tabletop

• perfectly suited for independent work by students/trainees

• extensive presentation material is available for download, 
access via QR code

• precise operating instructions with detailed experiment 
 illustrations are standard at GUNT

• we have prepared various bearings, each with one or more 
specific types of damage

• the shaft diameter for all bearings is 20 mm

Use of the MT 174 Sorting plant

MT 174 Sorting plant

• maintenance steps are  
prepared and can be 
carried out virtually or 
for real

• augmented reality 
 training environment

PT 501 Roller bearing faults

3.1.1 | Overall aim of the exercise

3.1.3 | Learning objectives – competence modules

3.1.2 | Detailed description of the procedure

Start the plant

Activate training mode, 
operating hours counter 
in the PLC

Maintenance interval 
reached, plant stops, 
 signal light, display on 
touch screen

Carry out maintenance 
work (with the aid of 
 augmented reality)

1

2

3

4

PT 501 SCHÄDEN BEI WÄLZLAGERN - Hüllkurvenanalyse

With the MT 174 Sorting plant

• familiarisation with PLC with touch screen – HMI – as central control system 
for an industrial plant

• navigate through the user interface menu and simulate and understand 
 different maintenance scenarios

• use assistance, simulation, diagnosis or visualisation systems

• data handling in the context of the possibilities of the PLC

• augmented reality (AR) in the service department

• targeted information retrieval by means of QR code access

• understand concepts of predictive maintenance and machine condition 
 monitoring

With the PT 501 Roller bearing faults experiment system

• install software for measurement data acquisition on single PC

• familiarisation with and ability to use comprehensive measuring and display 
functions of an application for damage analysis

• create, edit and distribute measurement reports via available communication 
channels

• communicate, plan and work together in interdisciplinary teams

With the PT 501 Roller bearing faults experiment system

• connect sensors to control and supply unit

• install and align sensors

• fit and remove various roller bearings

• familiarisation with bearing types, bearing designations, bearing damage

• familiarisation with different forms of representation and analysis that are 
used in the context of condition monitoring, based on vibration analysis

New learning objectives 
Digitalisation of the world of work

Standard learning objectives 
“traditional”, technical content

With the MT 174 Sorting plant

• investigate, understand and be able to describe the basic functionality  
of the plant

• recognise and describe main components

• recognise the components and functional areas where measures for machine 
condition monitoring are to be found

• describe the components on which servicing and preventive maintenance  
are planned and how monitoring takes place

• fundamental familiarisation with the concept of plant control

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Suggestion for a useful preliminary or parallel experiment on the subject of 
damage detection and machine condition monitoring

Preventive maintenance in production: Replacing a gearbox guntGUNT DigiSkills 3
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3 | Example presentation of selected exercises

exercise sheet with solutions

3.2 | Assembly/disassembly of a gearbox

This exercise is mainly related to process steps 6 and 8. In order to show the didactic versatility of the DigiSkill 3 learning project, we use the MT 120 Assembly exercise: 
spur gear, which you will find with the same design in the MT 174 Sorting plant.

If we assume that in our plant we are dealing with a large, expen-
sive and long-lasting gearbox, then we it is clear that a complete 
overhaul process makes sense.

Then there is a clear work instruction what to do: scheduled 
disassembly, cleaning, inspection, replacement of defined parts, 
scheduled reassembly. This consideration can be transferred to a 
learning environment where purely technical goals are combined 
with multifaceted learning objectives.

Didactic consideration

The exercise starts with a fully assembled gearbox from the 
MT 120 Assembly exercise. This is a small, manageable gearbox 
that can be disassembled/assembled on a tabletop surface.

Disassembly is largely manual, without any particular use of jigs 
or special tools.

Didactically it makes sense to target other learning objective 
areas with this exercise: 

• read and understand engineering drawings, terms of technical 
language, understand functionality, recognise and describe 
modules, distinguish between production and standard parts, 
identify materials, etc.

• using a comprehensive, digital information offer, the possibili-
ties to address versatile, desired and required learning target 
areas with this exercise are endless...

This is an example of how a customer in Austria uses our MT 120 
Assembly exercise: spur gear to branch out into basic topics 
from design, machine elements, materials, etc.

The MT 120 unit serves as a practical reference and the GUNT 
Media Center provides an inexhaustible digital source of informa-
tion. This is an openly designed lesson, with a demand for theory, 
even at higher education level.

This example is more didactically guided and with narrower learn-
ing objectives than the first. The assembly steps are illustrated. 
Either ordered by sequence, or not.

Task: Students/trainees arrange the steps into a meaning-
ful sequence – assembly or disassembly – name the parts and 
describe each step.

Information source: GUNT Media Center.

This example is also concrete and 
practical.

Students/trainees are given the 
exploded view drawing of the gear-
box without any names for the parts, 
and the parts lists.

Task: Using the parts list, the stu-
dents/trainees have to identify the 
components and enter the item 
number in the exploded view.

Further didactic branches:

• recognise the assembly process from the 
exploded view and put it into a sequence

• is it possible to create modules that are 
pre-assembled and fed into the entire  assembly 
process?

The GUNT Media Center

Access via QR code. Where you can find EVERYTHING. For teach-
ers/trainers, of course, but especially for the students/trainees. 
Can be used with a laptop, tablet, smartphone.

Exercises

• advantages and disadvan-
tages of spur gears

• FE method

• structure of roller bearings

• special features of a spur 
gear

• recognise components

• tolerances

• fits for roller bearings

• cast materials and corro-
sion

• involute toothing

• material designations

• assembly of roller bearings

• service life calculation of 
deep groove ball bearings

• torque ratio dependencies

• disassembly of a spur gear

At this point we will look specifically at the learning objectives that are achievable or controllable within the scope of this exercise.

3.2.1 | Overall aim of the exercise

3.2.3 | Learning objectives – competence modules

3.2.2 | Examples with concrete steps

• accessing and handling digital data that can be accessed via a portal

• familiarisation with different file formats for technical documents, especially 
for drawings, such as PDF, DXF, STP

• familiarisation with and use of the comprehensive possibilities of a viewer  
tool for 3D models (STP), in this case Autodesk A360 Viewer

• familiarisation with the tools offered by the Viewer tool: measure, mark, 
annotate, explode model, sections

• access exercises in the portal, work on them with the help of interactive  
PDF templates

• access, download, send modules, parts drawings and parts lists, etc.

• use design data-supported assembly/disassembly videos

New learning objectives  
Digitalisation of the world of work

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

Standard learning objectives  
“traditional”, technical content

• understand and be able to  
describe the overall structure of a spur gear

• recognise and assign modules

• distinguish between production/drawing parts and standard parts

• be able to read and explain parts lists

• familiarisation with machine elements: shafts, gears (helical), feather keys, 
roller bearings, seals, etc.

• familiarisation with the technical terms, including in foreign languages if 
desired

• familiarisation with different metallic materials and understand their coding 
according to standards

• determine transmission ratio of the gearbox and know calculations for it

• recognise which components are particularly subject to wear and tear

• be able to plan and represent disassembly as a sequence

• draw up a tool and jig list for the tools required for disassembly/assembly

• replace wear parts and reassemble the gear

• produce a report on the work carried out, using standard software,  
explain it and also be able to forward it, by e-mail or by other digital means  
of communication

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MT 120   
Assembly exercise: 
spur gear

www.montageprojekte_gunt.dewww.montageprojekte_gunt.de www.montageprojekte_gunt.de www.montageprojekte_gunt.de

exploded drawingsassembly view engineering drawings and 
parts lists

manuals

Bemerkung
Comment

Artikelnummer
Part number

Nummer/Norm
Draw no./Standard

Benennung
Description

Einheit
Unit

Einheit
Unit

Pos.
Item

EN-GJL-200490.00057A00801MT120.10.02.001Fußgehäuse
Foot mounted housing

Stck.
pce.

1200

C45E424.03040A00800MT120.10.02.002Abtriebswelle
Driven shaft

Stck.
pce.

1201

S235JR400.10010A00800MT120.10.02.003Distanzbuchse
Spacer bushing

Stck.
pce.

1202

16MnCr5BG401.16637A00021MT110.10.02.003Abtriebszahnrad
Driven gearwheel

Stck.
pce.

1203

NBR214.00000A00800ISO 6194
AS-28x52x7

Wellendichtring
Shaft seal

Stck.
pce.

1204

 204.00000A00116DIN 472
52x2

Sicherungsring
Circlip ring

Stck.
pce.

1205

 220.00000A00432DIN 625
6304

Rillenkugellager
Groove ball bearing

Stck.
pce.

1206

 203.00000A00121DIN 6885
A 6x6x32

Passfeder
Feather key

Stck.
pce.

1207

 203.00000A00101DIN 6885
B 5x5x14

Passfeder
Feather key

Stck.
pce.

1208

 209.00000A00801DIN 988
15x21x1,5

Distanzscheibe
Spacer washer

Stck.
pce.

1209

 220.00000A00118DIN 625
6302

Rillenkugellager
Groove ball bearing

Stck.
pce.

1210

 209.00000A00802DIN 988
15x21x0,1

Passscheibe
Shim ring

Stck.
pce.

2211

 204.00000A00121DIN 471
15x1

Sicherungsring
Circlip ring

Stck.
pce.
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3 | Example presentation of selected exercises

3.3 | Functional test for quality assurance

This exercise is mainly related to process step 9.

The gearbox removed from the plant has now been completely overhauled and 
assembled. New parts have been installed.

The gearbox is subjected to a functional test in a special gearbox test stand that 
simulates real conditions. The test is carried out over a certain period of time and 
under specified loads. Finally, a test report is generated and used for documenta-
tion.

This point offers you basic and comprehensive possibilities to 
get to know network, control and communication elements and 
structures and to apply them directly in practice.

In the MT 173 test stand, an integrated PLC is responsible for 
the control and regulation tasks. All inputs, controls, regulation, 
measurement data acquisition and outputs are processed via 
this PLC. Direct data input and output is via touch screen.

Furthermore, the MT 173 test stand is equipped with network 
technology that allows access via LAN and WLAN.

This gives you the following connection options:

• local WLAN access for mobile devices via an integrated WLAN 
router

• direct access for PC and laptops via a PC connection port 
(Ethernet) on the GUNT device

• connection to your local network via a LAN connection port 
(Ethernet) on the GUNT device

With these problems you lead your students/trainees directly 
into the heart of the necessary, practical digital applications.

Learning through actual real-world problems: there’s no 
 better way.

The test sequence is automatically preset by the PLC. It is also possible to switch to manual operation. Screenshots can be saved, integrated into a test report, converted 
into other formats, or sent as a file. Graphical representations can be changed in many ways.

Learning objectives and building blocks for competence development are derived 
from the examples.

Work is done with the MT 173 Test stand for gears and one of these gear units:

• MT 120 Assembly exercise: spur gear

• MT 121 Assembly exercise: mitre gear

• MT 122 Assembly exercise: planetary gear

• MT 123 Assembly exercise: spur and worm gear

Occupational safety and equipment safety is always an indispen-
sable element in every phase of training. Have students/trainees 
use the MT 173 Test stand for gears to determine which safety 
elements are present and under which conditions a test proce-
dure can be started.

What to do if something unforeseen occurs and the test stand 
has to be stopped?

1 asynchronous motor, controlled, with speed and 
torque measurement via sensors

2 the gear unit under test, with foot plate for height 
compensation

3 loading device, magnetic particle brake, controlled 
excitation

4 coupling elements

The students/trainees have access to the 
engineering drawings of the overall assembly 
via QR code.

The control system itself also provides a pic-
ture of the overall assembly, but with less 
detail and not to scale.

Brackets and height compensation elements 
are needed for complete assembly of the sys-
tem, depending on the type of gear.

The exact picture for this is provided by the 
retrievable engineering drawings.

Didactic notes:

You do not have to work with a prepared, finished 
worksheet at this point. Have your students/ 
trainees do the construction report and send it to 
you as a PDF by e-mail.

Another option is to have the students/trainees 
make a video of what they did.

You can also have them work on design and 
 manufacturing tasks: the students/trainees sketch 
and manufacture brackets and compensation 
 elements themselves.

The drawers of the 
MT 173 table contain 
everything needed for 
installation and align-
ment.

touch screen  
with PLC (HMI)

The students/trainees describe the basic mechanical structure and determine the technical data of 
the components involved.

Essential additional technical information is available in the GUNT Media Center, such as for torque 
measurement and the magnetic particle brake.

The students/trainees familiarise themselves with the control 
system: Functions, menus, settings, etc. and can describe and 
use them.

test setup for the MT 120 spur gear

connection ports on the side panel of the MT 173 
switch cabinet.

basic structure of the access options

ethernet patch cable

M = 4 - 10 Nm, n = 200 min-1 = constant

upper curves, red: efficiency curve setpoint,  
blue: efficiency curve actual value

M = 10 Nm = constant, n = 200 - 1400 min-1 

upper curves, red: efficiency curve setpoint

At this point we will look specifically at the learning objectives that are achievable or controllable within the scope of this exercise.

3.3.1 | Overall aim of the exercise 3.3.7 | Connection of PC and mobile devices

3.3.8 | Test results

3.3.9 | Learning objectives – competence modules

3.3.2 | Examples with concrete steps

3.3.6 | Occupational safety –  
equipment safety

3.3.3 | Understanding the mechanical structure  
of the test stand and recognising basic functions

3.3.5 | Installation of a gearbox and alignment of the whole system

 
3.3.4 | The control system

• familiarisation with modern automation components: PLC, sensors, etc.

• familiarisation with a PLC with HMI, functions, menus, settings, access 
 further information via links

• retrieve assembly information, CAD data, drawings from a portal and use 
them in a specific manner

• understand and execute the test procedure via PLC menu navigation

• familiarisation with varied data communication structures: WLAN, LAN, 
screen mirroring

• familiarisation with data transfer via virtual FTP server

• understand network variants

New learning objectives 
Digitalisation of the world of work

Standard learning objectives 
“traditional”, technical content

• understand and describe the  
overall structure and function of an automated test stand for gears

• understand details: controlled asynchronous motor, controlled load via mag-
netic particle brake, torque sensor and speed sensor

• understand the installation environment of the control system: open the 
switch cabinet, view and analyse the internal structure, read and understand 
electrical diagrams

• installation of a gear and alignment of the whole system

• commissioning

• understand the purpose of the test procedure, carry out the test procedure

• save and communicate test results

• know and apply measures for operational and occupational safety

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LAN/ 
WLAN

¡{!(1 

¡{!(2 

¡{!(3 ¡{!(4 

mechanical protection, input shaft/
clutch, input side

emergency stop switch on the 
work surface

mechanical protection, output 
shaft/clutch, load side

main switch

local WLAN access  
via mobile devices

direct LAN access  
from local PC

connection to local 
network via remote 
access

LAN

PC

WLAN

WLAN routerPLC with  
touch screen

sensors

data retrieval via FTP

MT 173 Test stand for gears with  
MT 123 Assembly exercise: spur and  
worm gear

Preventive maintenance in production: Replacing a gearbox guntGUNT DigiSkills 3
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3 | Example presentation of selected exercises

3.4 | Producing a spare part through additive manufacturing

This exercise is mainly related to process step 7.

At this point we will look specifically at the learning objectives that are achievable or controllable within the scope of this exercise.

3.4.3 | Learning objectives – competence modules

• create a work order: produce a spare part using 3D printing,  
use available digital tools, e. g. forms

• sort through and check information: GUNT Media Center, access via  
QR code, operating and service manual for the 3D printer

• know file formats for design documents: PDF, DXF, STP

• know which file formats are used for additive manufacturing

• know conversion programs that are used in 3D printing: STP/STL

• create and digitally transmit a production or purchase order for a required 
3D-printed spare part

New learning objectives 
Digitalisation of the world of work

3D printing process

Cutaway models

Didactic tips

Standard learning objectives 
“traditional”, technical content

• understand what additive  
manufacturing is and what it can do

• know materials used in 3D printing; know some properties of these 
 materials: strength, temperature limits, surface structure, etc.

• develop an understanding of additive manufacturing in order to assess 
 application limits of 3D printed parts

• gain insight into unit costs and production time

• make comparisons with machining processes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Problem:

In this exercise, we assume that we do not have a required spare part, in this case 
a gear wheel, in stock and that it would take too much time to procure it. The gear 
wheel is therefore to be produced using the company’s production facilities. CNC 
production, with metallic material? That would be the logical way. Or is it possible, 
as an alternative solution, to manufacture and install the gear wheel in another 
material and using additive manufacturing (3D printing)?

Our answer to the last question is yes and we continue with the introduction and 
implementation of spare part production using 3D printing.

The students/trainees deal with the work order for 3D printing, learn what data 
has to be provided for it and get a broad overview of the processes of additive 
manufacturing.

The students/trainees acquire knowledge about the materials used in 3D printing, 
manufacturing tolerances, strengths and load limits, any rework still required, etc.

For our example, we will take a gear wheel from the MT 121 mitre gear.

The students/trainees access the GUNT Media Center via QR code and see 
what data is available for this gear. They identify the part using the parts list 
and individual parts drawing.

A simple printer fulfils its 
purpose in this exercise. See 
Chapter 4, product list.

The ideal work order with a 
high degree of independence 
for your students/trainees:

Produce part no. ... using addi-
tive manufacturing. Write a 
detailed report on what you 
did. Deliver the report by 
e-mail as a PDF attachment to 
your instructor.

The four gears used in our GUNT DigiSkills 3 learning project are also available as 
functional cutaway models.

The cutaway models facilitate introductory explanations and promote clarity thanks 
to the fully preserved motion functions. If you have the cutaway models available, in 
addition to showing/explaining/understanding, we also recommend a small exercise 
for the students/trainees.

Determine the transmission ratios of the individual gears and check the formula.

Manufacture parts in 3D printing from the huge selection of distinctive parts in the 
assembly exercises.  

MT 120 Assembly exercise: spur gear

MT 121 Assembly exercise: mitre gear

MT 122 Assembly exercise: planetary gear

MT 123 Assembly exercise: spur and worm gear

Give students/trainees an overview of the enormous power of additive manufac-
turing: the possibility of complex shapes, cavities, intricate details, high strengths, 
different materials.

Another way of gaining good practical experience is to order 3D printed parts from 
a service provider via the internet. All you have to do is upload the STP file.

Didactically it can be said that it is not exclusively about the gear as a required 
spare part; many other elements of the four gears can be chosen for this exercise. 
It is about data, data formats, data flow and the characteristic features of additive 
manufacturing itself.

Specific work order for the students/trainees:

Create a production order for part 414.10712. A00121:   
number of pieces, material, date, tolerances, production place, 
data.

Note: 3D production is based on the STP file. If a STP/STL 
conversion is required, you will find the conversion software 
in the GUNT Media Center.

3.4.1 | Overall aim of the exercise

3.4.2 | Detailed description of the procedure 
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GL 300.03 Cutaway model: spur gear GL 300.02 Cutaway model: mitre gear GL 300.05 Cutaway model: planetary gear
MT 110.10 Cutaway model:  
spur and worm gear

various 3D-printed parts from the Gears assembly exercises
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3 | Example presentation of selected exercises 4 | Product list and tender specifications

3.5 | Electrical engineering – control engineering Product list

Tender specifications

This exercise is not related to a specific process step. It can be targeted when “simulating” a fault on the MT 173 Test stand for gears.

Interdisciplinary cooperation in teams makes it necessary to open up strict techni-
cal boundaries. We propose to take the electrical and control engineering concept 
of the MT 173 test stand as a concrete practical example to introduce students/
trainees in mechanics, electrics and electronics to these important topics.

• understand the overall function: controlled drive, asynchronous motor, 
 magnetic particle brake as load, speed sensor, torque sensor, central control 
via PLC, touch screen as HMI

• understand circuit diagrams and parts lists, identify components, describe 
their function

• use the technical language; e.g. in English, identify and describe safety concepts

The following equipment is necessary for a fully equipped laboratory or workshop area:  

Test stands or plants

1 x MT 174 Sorting plant

1 x MT 173 Test stand for gears  

Assembly kits

5 x MT 120 Assembly exercise: spur gear

5 x MT 121 Assembly exercise: mitre gear

5 x MT 122 Assembly exercise: planetary gear

5 x MT 123 Assembly exercise: spur and worm gear

We recommend having five units in order to have five small groups working on one 
task at the same time. If this is not your plan, you can of course reduce the number 
of units.  

Cutaway models

1 x GL 300.03 Cutaway model: spur gear

1 x GL 300.02 Cutaway model: mitre gear

1 x GL 300.05 Cutaway model: planetary gear

1 x MT 110.10 Cutaway model: spur and worm gear  

Supplementary experiments on machinery diagnosis

1 x PT 501 Roller bearing faults  

If you would like to expand on this topic, alternatively

1 x PT 500 Machinery diagnostic system, base unit

1 x PT 500.01 Laboratory trolley

1 x PT 500.04 Computerised vibration analyser

1 x PT 500.15 Damage to gears kit

1 x PT 500.05 Brake & load unit  

For additive manufacturing

Laboratory 3D printer, order no. 609.00000A00185  

Note

You can, of course, order the various products for a complete laboratory in stages 
if your available budget so requires.

You can start small and expand later.

Note:

Tablets, laptops, standard software, etc. are part of the basic equipment of your 
laboratories and training rooms. This type of equipment is not provided by GUNT 
unless you wish to procure a turnkey solution. We will be happy to help you with 
questions on topics such as access points, APPs, setting up screen mirroring, etc.

Here we provide text describing the overall concept of GUNT DigiSkills 3. The 
complete tender specifications for individual products can be found on the GUNT 
website, on the page for the specific product. We are always available to help you 
set up a call for tenders.

A practical exercise and learning concept for metalworking and electrical profes-
sions with the main topic: Maintenance and preventive maintenance on production 
plants. The GUNT DigiSkills 3 learning project illustrates a closed process, from the 
problem to the solution.

The starting point is a production plant, which in the GUNT DigiSkills 3 learning 
project is represented by an automated sorting plant (MT 174). A certain gear 
contained in the plant is replaced. The removed gear is completely overhauled. Sep-
arate but technically identical gear kits and cutaway models are to be supplied for 
this sequence.

A semi-automated test stand for gears (MT 173) will be used for functional control 
and quality assurance.

As an important training element, certain spare parts are to be produced by addi-
tive manufacturing or CNC machining. The processes for this are prepared as part 
of the learning project.

With the complete GUNT DigiSkills 3 system, the following building blocks for the 
development of digital skills must be achievable:

• maintenance routines on a production plant, digitally monitored and displayed 
by a PLC from Siemens via touch screen

• use of augmented reality (AR) for the planned maintenance steps on the sorting 
plant

• understand the concept of preventive maintenance and familiarisation with the 
fundamentals of machine condition monitoring

• information availability via a portal: data from the GUNT Media Center, 
accessed via QR code

• practical familiarisation with and ability to use file formats that are relevant in 
the engineering field: PDF, DXF, STP, STL, etc.

• use of different end devices, such as PC, laptop, tablet, smartphone, to retrieve 
information and to display processes

• develop an understanding of a closed, digital process sequence: ERP system or 
other database-driven information concepts

• familiarisation with additive manufacturing, understand and execute the neces-
sary data transfer

• familiarisation with an automated gear testing process as a quality assurance 
element

• use standard software throughout, familiarisation with screen mirroring,  
make digital communication the standard

• understand and be able to describe the internationally used terms “condition 
monitoring” and “predictive maintenance”

• understand and be able to formulate basic concepts and characteristics of 
Industry 4.0

1 disconnect system from mains

2 open the switch cabinet at  
the rear

3 unfold the installation board

The MT 173 Test stand for gears comes with a com-
plete, standardised and industry-compatible electri-
cal diagram. Access to the GUNT Media Center is via  
QR code.

In addition to the basic understanding that needs to 
be acquired, you can of course include fault finding, 
inspection and maintenance as well as replacement 
of individual components as special exercises if your 
training and syllabuses demand it.

3.5.1 | Overall aim of the exercise

3.5.2 | Detailed description of the procedure
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+49 40 67 08 54-0
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Contact

With this didactic concept for the GUNT DigiSkills 3 learning project, we have 
made a proposal of what modern training in technical professions can look like when 
traditional and the latest learning objectives are developed in a digital environment.

The five exercises described here are just the beginning. Much more is possible. 
And this will be easy for you and your students/trainees if you follow our methods.

You will immerse yourself in thinking and working in the context of digitalisation 
and Industry 4.0.

GUNT DigiSkills learning projects – common features

Our learning projects provide targeted and comprehensive support for the devel-
opment of the new learning objectives Digitalisation of Work and Industry 4.0 for 
metalworking and electrical professions. GUNT DigiSkills learning projects:

• represent industrially-relevant procedures/processes on which digital skills  
can be developed in the same way as traditional learning objectives

• are planned carefully and comprehensively from a didactic perspective and 
 provide teachers with a directly implementable concept

• are designed to be tangible, practical and take learners and teachers on the 
journey from the outset

• foster direct participation and motivation; a sense of achievement and visible 
learning progress are ensured at all times and at every step

• are scalable in demand and scope, from basic to complex

• have an open design: your own approaches can be integrated, changes and 
expansions are possible

• are interdisciplinary, practical, process-oriented and totally digital; that is why 
they bear the name GUNT DigiSkills, but remain real-world practice: for doing, 
for touching 

The basis is the real world; the paths to the modern world of work are virtual and 
digital.

GUNT DigiSkills – different levels of requirements
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What our customers say

“  
We have been using didactic equipment and  

systems from GUNT for many years. This means  
that we are always up to date in our education.  

Years ago HTL developed digital projects together 
with GUNT, in the field of gear and assembly  

technology. The GUNT DigiSkills product line brings 
another powerful push towards digitalisation  

and Industry 4.0, while GUNT never forgets the  
reality of the manual or industrial working  

environment. 
„  

HTL Dornbirn, Austria Riverside College, Widness & Runcorn, UK,  
Centre of Vocational Excellence

Vocational school for steelwork and mechanical 
engineering BS04, G1, Germany

“  
We use a variety of the latest GUNT products  

in our laboratories and workshops. Our aim  
is to teach cutting-edge technical content expected 

by today’s employers through “hands-on”  
experience, using real learning projects. We focus  

on modern demands in the direction of digitalisation 
and Industry 4.0. The GUNT DigiSkills product  

line from GUNT helps us enormously in implementing 
these demands. Portal access to the  

GUNT Media Center is very useful and popular  
with both students and teachers since  

extensive and versatile digital information is  
available online. 

„
 
 
 
 

“  
Our school has a tradition spanning 100 years.  

We are committed to always being at the  
cutting edge. We have been working with GUNT  

for many years to keep didactic equipment  
and systems up to date. Years ago, we started  

developing and testing didactic concepts together 
with GUNT, which even back then used substantial 

digital support. The current GUNT DigiSkills  
product line is once again proof of what adaptation  

in the didactic field has to look like in order to  
satisfy new learning objectives, such as Digitalisation 
of Work and Industry 4.0. We are convinced that the 

GUNT DigiSkills learning projects are exactly  
the right way to go, not only at our school, but at  

vocational schools and company training  
departments everywhere. 

„

 Engineering drawing – Technical communication

 Dimensional metrology

 Preventive maintenance

 Energy efficiency in compressed air systems

 Robotics and automation
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